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A complicated scientific application…A complicated scientific application…A complicated scientific application…A complicated scientific application…

Our motivation is turbulent dispersed and reactive flow modellingOur motivation is turbulent dispersed and reactive flow modelling

1. Wednesday May 7: 14 pm to 17 pm

���� Introductory seminar.  Fundamentals on Stokes flow around a sphere.

2. Wednesday May 14: 14 pm to 17 pm

���� Forces acting on a sphere. Steady and transient forces

���� Heat and Mass transfer from a sphere.

���� Introduction to DNS of Turbulent Flow.���� Introduction to DNS of Turbulent Flow.

3. Wednesday May 21: 14 pm to 17 pm 

���� Particles Interaction with Vortices;

���� Characterization of a Vortex;

���� Vortex Dynamics in Boundary Layers���� Vortex Dynamics in Boundary Layers

���� Particle dispersion in synthetic turbulence. Project description 

4. Wednesday May 28: 14 pm to 17 pm 

Special topic on PDF approaches:   Dr Abdel Dehbi, PSI. 

5. Wednesday June 4: 14 pm to 17 pm 5. Wednesday June 4: 14 pm to 17 pm 

NOT COVERED (JRT Course). 

6. Wednesday June 18: 14 pm to 17 pm 

Particle Turbulence Interactions. 

Are particles a compressible flow? Indicators for particles segregation

Dynamics of particles in Boundary Layers

7. Wednesday June 11: 14 pm to 17 pm 

Particle dispersion in synthetic turbulence. Project Advancement/Discussion

8. Wednesday June: 25:14 pm to 17 pm 

Project Discussion.Project Discussion.

9. Wednesday July: 2: 14 pm to 17 pm 

To be confirmed. Final Remarks



StartingStartingStartingStarting fromfromfromfrom Turbulence…whereTurbulence…whereTurbulence…whereTurbulence…where wewewewe leftleftleftleft



A particle and a Vortex…A particle and a Vortex…A particle and a Vortex…A particle and a Vortex…

• Basic Concept.Basic Concept.Basic Concept.Basic Concept.• Basic Concept.Basic Concept.Basic Concept.Basic Concept.



.. But Then, what is turbulence made up of?….. But Then, what is turbulence made up of?….. But Then, what is turbulence made up of?….. But Then, what is turbulence made up of?…

• ManyManyManyMany vortices…morevortices…morevortices…morevortices…more, , , , coherentcoherentcoherentcoherent structuresstructuresstructuresstructures

��Fluid motions [in turbulent boundary layers] are intermittent and have a 

strongly organized and coherent nature represented by the large

scale motions. These motions, even though not exactly repeatable and scale motions. These motions, even though not exactly repeatable and 

only quasi-deterministic, control the transport of the

dispersed species in such a way that the overall distribution will resemble 

not at all those given by methods in which these motions are ignored.�� not at all those given by methods in which these motions are ignored.�� 

Godfrey Mungal



The system and the perturbationThe system and the perturbationThe system and the perturbationThe system and the perturbation

1. Stationary Fluid

Consider for the moment the simplest particle-force model: 
we have a particle with initial conditions and it is forced by a fluid motionwe have a particle with initial conditions and it is forced by a fluid motion

With time, the 
Particle tries to adjust toParticle tries to adjust to
The flow conditions with
Time proportional to its 
time constant



The system and the perturbationThe system and the perturbationThe system and the perturbationThe system and the perturbation

2. Rotating Fluid

If the fluid is rotating (i.e. a vortex) then centrifugal effects arise:

A small particle A medium-size particleA large particle

taup-med1.avi
taup-large1.avi



Just a Just a Just a Just a reminderreminderreminderreminder on the on the on the on the multiscalemultiscalemultiscalemultiscale aspectaspectaspectaspect

of of of of TurbulentTurbulentTurbulentTurbulent flowsflowsflowsflowsof of of of TurbulentTurbulentTurbulentTurbulent flowsflowsflowsflows



Vortices and vorticity…(visualization)Vortices and vorticity…(visualization)Vortices and vorticity…(visualization)Vortices and vorticity…(visualization)



VorticityVorticityVorticityVorticity

• Examples of vorticity calculation: Blackboard



Focus on Focus on Focus on Focus on ParticleParticleParticleParticle depositiondepositiondepositiondeposition at a at a at a at a wallwallwallwall

• Supose we want to estimate particle deposition at a wall.• Supose we want to estimate particle deposition at a wall.



TurbulenceTurbulenceTurbulenceTurbulence WallWallWallWall ScalesScalesScalesScales

• Blackboard calculations



Focus on Focus on Focus on Focus on ParticleParticleParticleParticle depositiondepositiondepositiondeposition at a at a at a at a wallwallwallwall

• We can use existing databases and correlations:

Define: 

1.Wall deposition Velocity1.Wall deposition Velocity

2. Wall scaled ττττp



TurbulenceTurbulenceTurbulenceTurbulence WallWallWallWall ScalesScalesScalesScales



TurbulenceTurbulenceTurbulenceTurbulence WallWallWallWall ScalesScalesScalesScales



ParticleParticleParticleParticle Dynamics in the Dynamics in the Dynamics in the Dynamics in the WallWallWallWall layerlayerlayerlayer



VortexVortexVortexVortex IdentificationIdentificationIdentificationIdentification

• IfIfIfIf VorticityVorticityVorticityVorticity isisisis no no no no goodgoodgoodgood.. .. .. .. ThenThenThenThen, , , , whatwhatwhatwhat else?else?else?else?• IfIfIfIf VorticityVorticityVorticityVorticity isisisis no no no no goodgoodgoodgood.. .. .. .. ThenThenThenThen, , , , whatwhatwhatwhat else?else?else?else?



Identification of Coherent Structures.0.
Intuitive definitionsIntuitive definitions

1. Magnitude of the vorticity vector: |ω||ω||ω||ω|

Use of |ω| |ω| |ω| |ω| misleading when rotation due to pure shear and rotation due to

actual swirling motion become comparable (e.g. wall-bounded flows).

2.   Pressure

Pressure minima at vortex cores do not necessarily occur inPressure minima at vortex cores do not necessarily occur in

unsteady inviscid 2D flows or in unsteady viscous 3D flows

In general, such methods:In general, such methods:

i. do not prove to be Galilean invarianti. do not prove to be Galilean invariant

ii. work if the vortical structure is characterized by a swirling motion
associated with closed/spiral streamlines or pathlines, which is not
always the case in highly unsteady flowsalways the case in highly unsteady flows



Identification of Coherent Structures.1.
D-criterion (Chong et al., 1990)D-criterion (Chong et al., 1990)

Vortex core = flow region of complex eigenvalues for the velocity gradientVortex core = flow region of complex eigenvalues for the velocity gradient

tensor, i.e. in flow regions where D>0. This is equivalent to having the
antisymmetric part of the v.g.t. prevailing over the symmetric one.
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Pros & cons:
+ the ∆-criterion bypasses non-Galilean invariance and unsteadiness
+ no CS can be found at the wall where ∆∆∆∆ vanishes+ no CS can be found at the wall where ∆∆∆∆ vanishes
-- unable to treat cases where the streamlines become locally closed or

spiral, without the presence of truly vortical structure



Identification of Coherent Structures.2.
Q-criterion (Hunt et al., 1988)Q-criterion (Hunt et al., 1988)

Vortex core = connected region where Q>0 and the pressure is lower

ijijijij SSSQ =>ΩΩ=⇒> 220 ω

Vortex core = connected region where Q>0 and the pressure is lower

than the ambient value

Rotation Rate   Strain Rate

ijijijij SSSQ =>ΩΩ=⇒> 0 ω

Rotation Rate   Strain Rate

This method is equivalent to the ∆-criterion:if rotation predominates
over strain than the antisymmetric part of the v.g.t. predominates

Pros & cons:

over strain than the antisymmetric part of the v.g.t. predominates
over the symmetric one

Pros & cons:
+ insensitiveness to mean shear & large-scale variations of pressure

(channel flow, Kelvin-Helmoltz instabilities in mixing layers)
+ does not lead to the selection of a particular privileged direction,

which is considered the vortex axiswhich is considered the vortex axis
-- setting of the threshold for visualization of vortex isosurface is arbitrary



Identification of Coherent Structures.3.
l -criterion (Jeong & Hussain, 1995)l2-criterion (Jeong & Hussain, 1995)

Gradient of
NS Eqns pSSSS

D ν 1−=+ΩΩ+−NS Eqns
(symm. part) ijkjikkjikkkijij pSSSS

Dt

D

ρ
ν 1

/ −=+ΩΩ+−

Unsteady
straining

ΩΩΩΩ S Hessian of
pressure

Viscous
effects

Vortex core = connected region where pij has 2 positive eigenvalues i.e.

ΩΩΩΩ2+S2 has 2 negative eigenvalues (local pressure minimum due to vortical
motion on the eigenvector plane associated with the negative eigenvalues)

Pros & cons:

02321 <⇒≥≥ λλλλ
Pros & cons:
+ improves pressure minima criterion by overcoming unsteady straining &

viscous effects
+ no CS can be found at the wall where ΩΩΩΩ2+S2 vanishes
-- selects a privileged direction (the direction of the eigenvector associated-- selects a privileged direction (the direction of the eigenvector associated

with the largest eigenvalue of ΩΩΩΩ2+S2) as vortex axis.





Identification of Coherent Structures.6.
Bibliography (suggested readings)Bibliography (suggested readings)

Flow topology

Rouson, D. & Eaton, J. (2001) J. Fluid Mech., v. 428, p. 149

Chacin & Cantwell, (2000) J. Fluid Mech., v. 404, p. 87

Chong, M.S., Perry, A.E. & Cantwell, B.J. (1990) Phys. Fluids, 2, 765Chong, M.S., Perry, A.E. & Cantwell, B.J. (1990) Phys. Fluids, 2, 765

ΩΩΩΩ-criterion

Chong, M.S., Perry, A.E. & Cantwell, B.J. (1990) Phys. Fluids, 2, 765Chong, M.S., Perry, A.E. & Cantwell, B.J. (1990) Phys. Fluids, 2, 765

Q-criterion

Hunt, J.C.R., Wray, A.A. & Moin, P. (1988) Report CTR-S88Hunt, J.C.R., Wray, A.A. & Moin, P. (1988) Report CTR-S88

λλλλ2-criterion2

Jeong, J. & Hussain, F. (1995) J. Fluid Mech., v. 285, p. 69

Review of identification criteriaReview of identification criteria

Dubief, Y., Delcayre, F. (2000) J. Turbulence

Cucitore, R., Quadrio, M. & Baron, A. (1999) Eur. J. Mech. B, v. 18, p. 261.



•Identification of Vortices and Coherent•Identification of Vortices and Coherent
Motions;

>> Examples in Archetypal Flows>> Examples in Archetypal Flows



Flow Topology.1.

Velocity Gradient Tensor = Rate-of-Rotation + Rate-of-Strain

Flow Topology.1.
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Flow Topology.2.

Stable focus-
stretching

Unstable focus-
compressing

ijijijij SSQ >ΩΩ⇒> 0

stretching compressing

Q IQ II

Rotation Rate > Strain Rate

∆∆∆∆ > 0 ∆∆∆∆ = 0∆∆∆∆ > 0

∆∆∆∆ < 0

∆∆∆∆ = 0

Q III Q IVQ I, QII = Vortical Flow Regions

Q III, QIV = Convergence RegionsQ III, QIV = Convergence Regions

Stable node-
saddle-saddle

Unstable node-
saddle-saddlePart ll



Application of Structure Identification

1. Coherent Structures Dynamics in Turbulent Boundary Coherent Structures Dynamics in Turbulent Boundary 
LayerLayer

>> Turbulence Regeneration Cycle: Physical Explanation of >> Turbulence Regeneration Cycle: Physical Explanation of 
Reynolds Stresses.

2. Coherent Structures Dynamics in Confined JetCoherent Structures Dynamics in Confined Jet2. Coherent Structures Dynamics in Confined JetCoherent Structures Dynamics in Confined Jet

>> Generation of pressure minima at vortex cores do not>> Generation of pressure minima at vortex cores do not
necessarily occur in



Coherent Structures Dynamics in Turbulent Boundary LayerCoherent Structures Dynamics in Turbulent Boundary Layer

Computational Methodology: Eulerian Flow FieldComputational Methodology: Eulerian Flow Field

Pseudo-spectral DNS of time-dependentPseudo-spectral DNS of time-dependent
turbulent Poiseuille flow in a channel. 

Grid: 64 x 64 x 65 nodes
1885 x 942 x 150 w.u.

3Kg/m 1.3=ρ

s/m101.57 2-5⋅=ν
Fluid: air

2110
hu

Re =><=<u>=1.65 m/s

s/m101.57 2-5⋅=ν
Fluid: air

hu

2110
hu

Re =><=
ν

<u>=1.65 m/s

Flow 150
hu

Re ==
ν
τ

τuτ=0.011775 m/sFlow
Part ll



Turbulent Structures at the wall.1 

Dynamics of the Low Speed StreaksDynamics of the Low Speed Streaks

Red: Low-SpeedRed: Low-Speed
Streamwise Streaks

Part ll



Turbulent Structures at the wall.3.

Reynolds StressesReynolds Stresses

EjectionsEjections

Sweeps
Part ll



Turbulent transfer at the wall .4.

Sweeps, ejections and Low-speed streaksSweeps, ejections and Low-speed streaks

Gold: SweepBlue: Ejection

Red: Low-speed Streak

Gold: SweepBlue: Ejection

Part ll



Turbulent transfer at the wall .5.

Sweeps, ejections and wall shear stressSweeps, ejections and wall shear stress

Red: high τwRed: high τw

Blue: low τwτw

Gold: Sweep

Blue: Ejection

Part ll



Turbulent transfer at the wall .6.

Sweeps, ejections and Wall Shear StressSweeps, ejections and Wall Shear Stress

Sweeps correlate withEjections correlate with Sweeps correlate with
High Wall Shear

Ejections correlate with
Low Wall Shear

Ejections

SweepsSweeps

Part ll



Turbulent transfer at the wall .7.

Sweeps, ejections and streamwise vorticesSweeps, ejections and streamwise vortices

Red: Clockwise 
Streamwise Vortex

Pale Blue: Counter 
Clockwise 
Streamwise VortexStreamwise Vortex

Gold: Sweep

Blue: EjectionBlue: Ejection



Turbulent transfer at the wall .8.

Observations:Observations:

• Only 25% of Quasi Streamwise Vortices are Paired• Only 25% of Quasi Streamwise Vortices are Paired
• 75 % are single and Staggered along the Low Speed
Streak (Fazle Hussain)Streak (Fazle Hussain)

Part ll



Turbulent transfer at the wall .9.

Sweeps, ejections and streamwise vorticesSweeps, ejections and streamwise vortices

Red: Low Speed 
StreakStreak

Blue: Clockwise 
Streamwise VortexStreamwise Vortex

Green: Counter-
Clockwise Clockwise 
Streamwise Vortex

Part ll



Turbulent transfer at the wall .11.

Low-speed streaks and streamwise vorticesLow-speed streaks and streamwise vortices

Green: Low Speed 
StreakStreak

Red: Clockwise 
Streamwise VortexStreamwise Vortex

Green: CounterGreen: Counter--
Clockwise Clockwise Clockwise Clockwise 
Streamwise VortexStreamwise Vortex

Part ll



Flow Structure in a Bounded Jet. 1

Generation dynamicsGeneration dynamics

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.

Shear-layer roll up due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability generates Shear-layer roll up due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability generates 
a periodic shedding of vortex-rings (or rollers).

Part ll



Flow Structure in a Bounded Jet. 2

Generation dynamicsGeneration dynamics

•A secondary instability causes wave •A secondary instability causes wave 
deformation of the vortex-ring core 
in the “transitional region”.
•Outward-directed radial ejections •Outward-directed radial ejections 
of fluid (bursts).
•Couples of quasi-streamwise •Couples of quasi-streamwise 
vortices (ribs).

Part ll



Flow Structure in a Bounded Jet. 3

Generation dynamicsGeneration dynamics

Perspective view (vorticity)

Front view (Q-criterion)

Part ll



Flow Structure in a Bounded Jet. 4

Generation dynamicsGeneration dynamics

Green isosurface: vorticity Blue isosurface: Q

Part ll



Flow Structure in a Bounded Jet. 5

Generation dynamics…But what if we modify initial conditions?Generation dynamics…But what if we modify initial conditions?

� Two parallel 
simulations:simulations:

� Turbulent pipe DNS

� LES of a large-angle � LES of a large-angle 
diffuser

� DNS velocity field 
interpolated and interpolated and 
supplied to LES inlet.

� Complex shape walls � Complex shape walls 
modeled through the 
immersed-boundaries 
(Fadlun et al., 2000)(Fadlun et al., 2000)



Flow Structure in a Bounded Jet. 4

Generation dynamicsGeneration dynamics



Flow Structure in a Bounded Jet. 5

Particle DispersionParticle Dispersion



Computational Fluid Computational Fluid 
Dynamics database

Free CFD database, kindly Free CFD database, kindly 
hosted by Cineca 

supercomputing center 
(Bologna, Italy).

Over than 1 Tbyte DNS fluid-
dynamics data available on 

(Bologna, Italy).

dynamics data available on 
line at:

http://cfd.cineca.it/cfd


